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High Performance Wall Repair

The Gorilla High Performance Wall Repair Kit contains all the 
tools you need to complete strong, durable repairs on walls and 
ceilings, both indoors and out. The innovative spackling and 
primer combination is a lightweight formula that is easy to spread, 
easy to control and doesn't sag, shrink or crack. Its smooth finish 
paints like drywall for a professional looking finished project. 
Made in the USA

features: 
 Fast drying: paintable in 15-minutes   
 Easy to spread and smooth finish 

contents:
 All-in-one spackling and primer
 4” self-adhesive patch    
 3” putty knife
 220 grit sanding block    

#61246 Wall Repair Kit
#61247 All-in-One Spackling and Primer Only (8 oz.)

ProSensor Multi LED Stud Finder

The ProSensor M50 offers a live electrical warning to alert you 
of any wires behind the wall. It uses multiple LEDs to track the 
location of studs and accurately and reliably identify the center 
and edges of the studs simultaneously. It is highly accurate, 
using 5 sensors with multi-sense technology compared to 
conventional stud finders that only use 1 or 2.
Made in the USA  

 Detects both wood and metal studs 
 Deep scan is always on 
 1.5” max detection depth

#60722 

https://pawsforpurplehearts.org/
https://www.rflbusinesslawhs.org/
https://www.rflbusinesslawhs.org/
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Partition Bolts Kit
#99721100 

All Gender Restroom Sign
#69668 

Toilet Seat Hinge Washer
#51054 

Best Carries ...
Did You Know

Beehive Plunger & Carry Case Combo
#10787  

3 Piece Putty Knife Set
#41024  

wall patches:
Best offers a variety of wall patches for all your wall repair needs!

new» Flash Patch: Cut to any shape or size, cover with joint compound. 

Metal Reinforced Self Adhesive Patches:
Strong reinforced patches. Efficiently repair drywall or plaster.

Drain Hole Patch: Seals the gap around a standard drainpipe. 
Simply peel the backing to dry fit, twist around pipe, and cover with joint compound. 

61652   4" X 4" SQ Wall Patch  
61623   6" X 6" SQ Wall Patch 
61682   8" X 8" SQ Wall Patch  
61624   12" X 12" SQ Wall Patch  

The first toilet plunger to 
fit both old and new high 
efficiency toilets. Toilet bowl 
drains have changed from 
round to oblong, and the 
beehive plunger works where 
standard plungers on the 
market cannot achieve a seal 
to effectively plunge. 
pg. 10-65 

Includes: Carrying case with 
mesh panel to avoid dripping

Drain Hole Wall Patch 
5-1/2" OD For 1-1/2" Pipe Drain Hole 

61688 

Splash Hog Urinal Screen 

64112        Cucumber Melon (13" x 8" x 9") 
64114        Mini Cucumber Melon (10.25" x 6.5" x 6.5")  
64113        Mango (13" x 8" x 9")  

64115        Mini Mango (10.25" x 6.5" x 6.5")  

*Mini option is for High Efficiency urinals where the regular size is too large 

This splash reducing urinal screen features a splash-back 
extension, covering the area where men generally aim, keeping 
the restroom cleaner. The only urinal screen on the market that 
goes up the back wall of the urinal pg. 6-87

• 60-day fragrance lasts twice as long as most urinal screens. 
• Embedded with an enzymatic drain cleaner to reduce 
  build-up down the line 

All bathroom signs are 
easy-to-read and have braille 
characters to meet ADA 
regulations. pg. 6-24

• Double-sided mounting tape 
  included 
• 6” W x 9” H x 1/8” Thick 
• Made of durable acrylic

The ultimate one-way 
screw kit. It contains 
over 200 screws of 
varying sizes as well as 
a one-way screwdriver.  
pg. 2-12

• Perfect for Handicap Toilets
• This washer is an affordable 
   and easy fix for loose 
   toilet seats! 
• Long lasting toilet restoration 
• Fits all toilet seat bolts which 
  makes for an easy and quick installation
pg. 5-14

Reinforced handles to outlast other disposables. 
Spreaders are 1-1/2", 3” and 6” wide.

7-3/4" X 7-3/4" 
Versitile Wall Patch 
W/ Adhesive Backing 

61684
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6"
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